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Sarah Clarkson Ralston, 1766 - 1820

and Single Women’s Society.4 The fact that this Society was formed entirely by women for women was a novel
concept for the times.
Although an acute need existed for this type of organization, financial aid from state sources was limited.
While other charitable organizations existed in Philadelphia, until Sarah Ralston formed the Society, none provided
services to elderly women in need. Its constitution defined membership for donors:

Ralston House, circa 1900. Photo by William H. Rau.

Introduction
In 2017, Ralston Center marks its 200th anniversary of service to older adults. Ours is a rich and storied history,
traced through meticulously archived records donated to and curated by the Historical Society of Pennsylvania.
Originally founded in 1817 as the Indigent Widows and Single Women’s Society of Philadelphia by a group
of philanthropic women led by Sarah Clarkson Ralston, it was to be
“An association for the humane and charitable purpose of relieving, assisting and supporting widows
and single women ...”
Over the years, the breadth, depth, and reach of our services have significantly expanded as Ralston Center
continues to sustain and uplift the communities we serve. Equally important, Sarah Ralston’s vision of service lives
within our mission today.
As we mark this extraordinary journey of Ralston Center, we are proud to invite you to travel in a reflective
walk through time. There is much to celebrate. And there is much work still to do.

The Journey Begins
Ralston Center was founded January 9, 1817, as the Indigent Widows and Single Women’s Society of
Philadelphia and represented the first organization in the nation devoted to the needs of the elderly.1 It was founded
by a group of philanthropic women with the goal of establishing a nonsectarian home specifically for elderly
women who had fallen on hard times. The Society’s creation was led by Sarah Clarkson Ralston, daughter of
former Philadelphia Mayor Matthew Clarkson and wife of wealthy merchant Robert Ralston. Sarah had previously
established the Orphans Society of Philadelphia in 1814 before broadening her focus to include women in need.
In the early 19th century, a woman’s financial destiny was determined by the male head of household, whether
it was her husband, father, brother or another family member.2 By law, all wealth brought into marriage was under
the husband’s control: A wife could neither own property nor sign contracts. At this time, most women had little
experience with financial affairs, aside from managing a household budget. As a result, many women were susceptible
to financial hardship and homelessness after the death of their husbands, fathers and other male protectors. The
Indigent Widows and Single Women’s Society was formed to help these women in need.
At its first meeting, the organizers developed the Society’s constitution and elected a board of 24 managers to
be chosen annually.3 Sarah Ralston chaired the meeting and was named First Directress of the Indigent Widows
4

“That every female who shall subscribe and pay funds to the Society the sum of three dollars annually,
shall by such subscription and payment become a member of said society, liable however to be removed
whenever she shall refuse or neglect to pay such annual subscription; and every female who should subscribe
and pay the sum of thirty dollars should be a member for life.”
Other charities often restricted their services to specific populations by religious denomination, occupation or
military service. The Society’s annual report noted that “among the many charitable institutions which had already
credited the good feelings of the Philadelphians, there did not one exist that embraced the objects for which this
society was formed.”5

Women in Need
The board of managers worked quickly to establish rules for the Society as they reviewed applications from
potential residents and accepted new subscribers. Complicating their startup, however, was that Philadelphia
housing was in short supply. In early March, the Society rented a home at Front and Market Streets that had
previously housed the Orphan Society. The first residents of the Indigent Widows and Single Women’s Society
moved in on March 18, 1817.6 In the language of the times, the Indigent Widows and Single Women’s Society was
often referred to as the Asylum, the Widows’ Asylum or the Widows’ House.
By late June, 20 women lived at the Society’s home. Just four months later, the board of managers found the
present location “insufficient for the accommodation of the family [residents],” and rented an adjacent home, “…
which they connected by a door of communication, and thus enjoy a large and convenient Asylum.”7

Garnering Support
Sarah Ralston spent much of her time searching for funding as she promoted the mission and value of the
Society. In a letter, she wrote, “Mrs. Latimer and myself have made great exertions to collect as much money as we
could.”8 Given the boldness of their vision and the amount of funding required, Sarah and her associates had clearly
embarked on a challenging and uncertain venture.
Over the course of that first year, nearly $6,000 in donations and subscriptions were collected. Three hundred
women paid the annual subscription of three dollars, making them members of the Society for one year. Fifty-eight
women purchased lifetime subscriptions at the cost of $30. Its largest donations included $601 from the Pennsylvania
Manufacturing Society; $200 from the executor of the late Robert Montgomery’s estate; $100 from Mr. West, manager
of the circus; and $100 from Robert Ralston, Sarah’s husband.
In total, 566 people contributed and most were women. Some supporters donated household items and food,
including Mrs. Hazard, who gave six chairs and a tea table; Samuel Morris, who donated a barrel of fish; and Mrs. S.
Richards, who presented a large iron pot, a bottle of wine, fruit and fish. John Lyndall, ship joiner, offered four and a
half days of work by him and his boys. William Schlatter contributed “2 [pairs] of flannel and 3 [pairs] of bombazett
[thin woolens] and some small blankets and rugs.”9 This support was extremely generous and valuable in creating a
warm and welcoming home for women in need.10
5
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To manage the Society’s growing needs, the board of managers established working committees: Visiting,
Library, Entertainment, Purchasing, Real Estate and Investment to name a few.
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Constitution of the Indigent Widows and Single Women’s Society. The records cited in the footnotes are from Indigent Widows and

Single Women’s Society and Ralston House records, 1817-1985 (Collection 3099) at the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, unless

Visiting Committee members visited the home daily. Skilled in cajoling and comforting, members visited each
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The Society took on heavy debt to build its new residence. Although the land had been donated, the large,
expansive home envisioned required significant funds. In the early years, this was the focus of intense fundraising.
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The corporate structure of the Board and its committees remained principally unchanged throughout its
institutional history. As special needs arose, committees would be established to study and recommend solutions.
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Orphans and Widow’s Asylum, David J. Kennedy watercolors [V61]. Depicts structure built specifically for the Indigent Widows and
Single Women’s Society in 1820 on Cherry Street at 18th Street. Image courtesy of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania

Minutes, May 5, 1836. By 1907 the endowment was handled by the Girard Trust Company; Annual Report 1907 (1908).

Two years later, the board of managers raised $4,500 in subscriptions and authorized a group of gentlemen “to
make contracts and commence the building as they think proper.” Five women were chosen to sit on a committee
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Each resident had a private room, but everyone dined together. Breakfast included a choice of tea and hot
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A Growing Family

Annual Report 1902 (1903); Robert Wood, “The Coal Famine of 1902,” 2015, http://www.berksmontnews.com/article/

Until 1825, the Society could house only about 34 residents, as there was not enough funding to care for more.
BM/20151103/NEWS/151109971.
By
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Renovating and Expanding

1965; Special Meeting of Founder Members of Tilden Home for Aged Couples; Minutes, November 1, 1962; Legal papers and

A committee of gentlemen advising the board recommended that a new structure should be built in the rear of
the home, “with iron staircases, and abundant precautions against fire, and when that was completed, the wooden
67
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“indigent.” The abbreviated title also reflected the demographic reality that there were far more elderly widows than elderly women
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Ridgway, “Rescued in W. Philadelphia,” Evening Bulletin, October 17, 1972.
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Arthur Ridgway, “Rescued in W. Philadelphia,” Evening Bulletin, October 17, 1972.
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80
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Annuallocation.
Report 1986
the
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The board resolved by unanimous vote that the institution should relocate, and directed the Advisory Committee to
make an offer of $75,000 for a property on Chestnut Street known as the Keen Lot—part of the William W. Keen
estate.

servants and counselors. In 1905, the institution hired an assistant matron. There was also a groundskeeper and
electrician. By 1907, the home was paying for an assistant cook as well. Some of these paid positions may have been
part-time, but it was a far cry from the skeletal staff that had run the institution in the past.49

The architectural firm of Wilson Brothers & Company—the firm that designed the train shed at Reading
Terminal Market—was hired to build the new home at 3615 Chestnut Street in West Philadelphia, the current
location of Ralston Center.38 It would accommodate 100 residents, with sunshine for each room, complete heating
and lighting arrangements and household equipment at a total cost of $105,000. Many friends of the time-honored
institution assisted in completing the necessary building fund and in May 1887, the large family was moved to the
new home. The building was dedicated June 9, 1887, free of debt.

Despite the increase in staffing, residents continued to contribute to running the home, though, at times,
this created conflict between them. At the board meeting February 5, 1903, the board discussed how they might
alleviate the conflict and, as a result, authorized “the Matron to assign duties in turn to those of the inmates able
to perform such.”50

In 1907, “a tablet bearing the full title of the Institution and the date of its founding, 1817, was placed in the
stone wall fronting on Chestnut Street, so that the object of the Home may be understood by strangers.”39

Defining Roles
The more independent role of the women of the board and closer coordination with the committee of gentlemen
in the site location and construction of the new building marked the first step toward a less rigid division of labor.
Since its founding, the board of managers had relied on men—often their husbands—to purchase real estate,
construct buildings and manage financial investments.40 In lobbying city government, however, the women acted
on their own.41 The board thanked these men—who had experience in professional fields such as business, law
and government—often and profusely, praising them as “unwearied benefactors” who had never ceased to show
“liberality and kindness” to the institution.42
The men assisting the Widows’ Society were acting in an auxiliary capacity, however, based on the expressed
wishes and authorization of an organization led by women. Ultimately, the power was in the hands of the all-female
board of managers. The organization both worked within the western politics of domesticity and expanded its
boundaries. According to the cult of domesticity, middle-class women belonged in the home, their natural domain
where their superior morality would be most effective.43 Though the women of the board were outside of their
homes, they also were caring for a “family,” as the residents were known.

“Entertainments for 1912” consisted of readings, recitations, concerts and singing events; an “illustrated
stereopticon lecture on ‘Salt Lake City’ by Mrs. William Libby”; a Fourth of July sermon by Rev. T. William
Davidson; and a lecture on Jerusalem by Miss Stone “in native costume.” Concerts and lectures continued with
frequency from the 1910s through the 1930s. Musical performers included the King of Harmony Orchestra,
Matinee Musical Club, Tall Cedar Glee Club, choirs and organists from several churches, and the Letter Carriers’
Band from Newark, New Jersey. Lectures were given on birds, flowers, Abraham Lincoln, Thomas Edison and the
manufacturing of “essential oils and perfumes,” among other topics. The most common subject was travel to exotic
places, including Italy and Sicily, Panama, China and the Canadian Rockies.51
Occasional outings included rides by motorcar through Fairmount Park, picnics at Willow Grove, visits to the
movies, and tea at Wanamaker’s Department Store with members of the Grand Army of the Republic. Events at the
home were sometimes intergenerational, including concerts by students from Coombs Conservatory of Music and
Girard College, and entertainment by girls from Germantown High School. Participatory events included ice cream
socials, parties, parlor games with gifts and prizes, and a play put on by the residents titled “Closing Day Exercises
of Miss Mehitable Plunkett’s School for Girls.”52
From its founding through the early 20th century, the Society often noted the success of its care by observing
that many residents were in their eighties and nineties, as well as the occasional resident who lived to 100 years or
more. In 1908, a party was held for the 100th birthday of Mary McClain, who had lived in the home for 37 years.
McClain, whose “faculties [were] unimpaired, saving a slight dimness of vision…entered into the festivities of the
day with much enjoyment, welcoming all who came to greet her.”53

Running a charitable organization was undeniably ambitious and satisfying.44 The managers were required to
attend monthly board and special meetings, and board committees significantly added to that time commitment.
The constant fundraising was work done apart from committee meetings. Founder Sarah Ralston had strongly
encouraged this commitment: “The demands of the family [the residents] should be supplied from the exertions of
the managers generally.”45
Within the first 50 years, there would be many resignations from the board due to the time commitment
involved.46 It should be noted that the board of managers, including its officers, was not compensated for their work.
Despite many obstacles, the female board members could take great pride in having established, maintained, and
expanded a membership organization that would independently fund and manage the care of those in need.

Changing Times
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By 1900, the number of residential institutions for the elderly in Philadelphia had grown to at least 24 and the
Society focused more on improving the level of service in their home.47 During much of the 19th century, the paid
staff consisted only of the Matron and possibly her assistant, who with the help of a part-time doctor and the board’s
visiting committee, took care of the residents. By 1884, the Society employed at least one nurse.48 By the early 1900s,
the institution had on its payroll a head nurse, at least one additional nurse, a cook, and a few people referred to as

Program for 100th birthday of resident, Mary McClain
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The Impact of World Events
The managers of the Society made every effort to insulate the residents from the trauma of national events
and developments such as economic troubles, societal turmoil, heated politics and war. To its female managers,
politics and even war had little impact on their work. However, the Panic of 1837 and its aftermath did have a
negative impact, as it was noted that the Society’s investments had done poorly.54 In 1863, the managers reflected,
“The storm which has broken over our unhappy country has, as yet, been unfelt within the walls of the Society’s
Asylum.”55 By 1866, and with the end of the Civil War, the Society “has found the past year one of more than [an]
ordinary trial.”56 In 1898, the impact of the Spanish-American War was seen as “[t]he year through which we have
been passing is likely long to be remembered in the annals of America as a sort of annus mirabilis [miraculous
year]; a year bringing new and heavy responsibilities to our people...The American flag raised over the institution
was an interesting expression of the patriotic feelings of the residents.”57 During the coal famine of 1902, when a
lengthy strike by coal miners jeopardized the coal supply needed to heat buildings across the country, the home
was able to maintain a sufficient supply of coal throughout the crisis.58
At the start of World War I, the board noted that the year 1914 had “opened upon the world at peace, but
closed upon a havoc of war and blood and tears.” The Society observed among residents “a spirit of sympathy and
eager desire to help those across the sea whose need is so great.” Many of the residents knitted mufflers, mittens
and wristlets to be sent overseas.59
In 1919, the board resolved to send out a printed appeal for needed donations with the hope that friends
“would come to our relief.” The residents made a plea to be included and within a month, planned a sale of
needlework of their own and donations from friends including groceries, cakes and candy, “presided over by the
old ladies…” At the close of the event, $416 had been raised and thus was a tradition of the home’s Annual Fair
established.60
The Annual Fair was a major fundraising event, providing “the Ladies [with] the opportunity to work
constructively together, as well as a chance to exhibit and sell their handiwork” and continued for many years. As
time went on, the funds raised were used specifically for entertainment for the residents.61
The institution withstood the Great Depression with little negative impact, as the board did not report any
great hardships and barely mentioned it in annual reports. World War II also had little direct impact on the home,
as indicated by the lack of commentary in the annual reports. The board noted that “the war has brought trials and
sorrows, but courage and faith have continued unshaken, and with the splendid spirit that prevails in the Home we are
sure that we shall carry on and appreciate more and more how blessed we are.” Articles in The Philadelphia Bulletin
from August 1943 discuss how “the ladies of the IWSWS of Philadelphia” looked forward to watching the soldiers
who were enrolled in Drexel Institute’s special Army training program march between classes. In 1943 and 1944, a
knitting group at the home showed their support for people in the military, making “a great many afghans and other
things” for the Red Cross and Valley Forge Hospital.62

Expanding Services
The rapid and sustained economic growth of the mid-1940s through the 1960s had a significant and positive
impact on the Society. The institution became more financially secure, allowing the managers to focus on improving
services to residents.
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In 1952, the Society broke ground on a new project—the building of a wing for an infirmary. This was
considered “a major step forward in the history of the Home.” Completed in July 1953, the nursing quarters were

Ralston House, circa 1990s
named The Keen Memorial Infirmary in recognition of funding provided by the legacy of the Keen estate. In that
same year, oil burners replaced the “worn-out coal furnace.” The kitchen was “completely modernized,” and the
dining room and annex were “renovated and turned into a recreation room.”63
By the 1950s, there was an even richer program of activities for residents. The facility now had “numerous
entertainments” for the residents, including a party for the opening of the new recreation room. A reflection in the
annual report for 1954 reads: “So may we as residents, as staff members, and as managers unite in providing an
atmosphere in which we look upon advancing years not as declining years but as progressing years which can be
made meaningful with useful purpose and stimulating interests.”
The terms of admission underwent several significant alterations in the 1950s and 60s. Previously, women
had to be residents of Philadelphia. In 1955, the institution opted to “now open our doors” to applicants who
resided for 10 of the past 15 years in the counties of Philadelphia, Montgomery, Delaware, Chester and Bucks.64
In 1956 the Society received a substantial gift—a house at 3635 Chestnut Street adjacent to the home—from
Margaretta Hinchman, daughter of Lydia Hinchman, who had once served on the board of managers. It became
known as Hinchman House.65
In November 1962, the management of the Tilden Home for Aged Couples—finding it difficult to provide for
the care of their residents—proposed a merger with the Society. The Society’s board voted unanimously to accept
the offer. Mrs. Lukens and Mrs. Smith, directors of the Tilden Home, joined the Society’s board of managers. Tilden
residents were invited to tea and introduced to their new living quarters. On February 4 and 5, 1963, 17 Tilden
women moved into the home. The Board noted their kind reception: “Our Ladies are to be commended for the
gracious way that they welcomed the newcomers and tried to make them feel at home.” This move bolstered the
Society’s finances, which included proceeds from the sale of the Tilden estate.66
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The Good Life
Glimpses of life at the Home can be found in newspaper accounts during the 1960s. Each resident had a
private room, albeit small at 9 by 15 feet. She was responsible for cleaning it and encouraged to decorate it with
her china, photos, quilts and other personal belongings. “We played tea party with this little stool when I was four,”
explained one 75-year-old resident. “I love this goblet,” said Della Paulin, “It’s the last one of a set my mother got
for her 50th wedding anniversary.” Photos of the residents and their family members were common, and photos of
the residents when they were young brought back “happy memories...” The rooms were often very distinct, ranging
from one with a great many artificial flowers to a room that was modern and austere. Radios and record players were
popular, although one resident added: “But not for any of that trashy modern music, understand!”
When a reporter asked residents for their advice on life, they were more than happy to respond. Everyone
agreed that having money was a much-overrated goal in life. The ladies shared that it was vitally important to keep
busy and that there is value in helping others. One resident had a sewing machine and enjoyed making clothing
for herself and her many friends. Mrs. Paynter escorted a blind resident to and from meals and for walks. Jeanette
Robbins, who played the accordion, said the memory of a happy marriage was a great source of contentment: “And
I don’t mean a marriage in which one partner dominates the other. We each stood up for our rights, but we did it
in a pleasant way.”67

An Evolving Organization
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, the Society created mutually beneficial relationships in the health care
community. In 1962, Dr. Lucci, the Society’s in-house physician (affiliated with the University of Pennsylvania
Hospital) conducted a study of brittle bones using volunteers from the Society’s infirmary. The board hoped “that
in the future we can continue to cooperate with the University Hospital as we become more in the center of an
expanding ‘University City.’” Dr. Lucci urged the board to seek grants to involve the residents in medical research.
The managers considered having “some sort of research study of our residents to see how they could better prepare to
face terminal illnesses.” At their October 3, 1963, meeting, the board discussed three potential areas of expansion:
developing retirement housing, a geriatric research center, or a nursing home. They subsequently decided against
all three. What, then, should the institution become?68
The institution remained committed to providing nursing care in the infirmary, which had become significantly
more specialized and expensive. In the 1963 annual report, the board asserted that “as a Retirement Home,
residents will make lasting friendships… even if they should become infirmary residents in need of regular nursing
care… Advancing years at the Home may encompass a gradual transition without the upsetting wrench of a terminal
move to a Nursing Home among strangers.”
The board also debated changing the Society’s name. They were particularly concerned with the term
“indigent.” They concluded that “the word indigent is unattractive to most people.” After contacting every board
member by letter, as well as others associated with the Society, they opted to “retain most of our name but drop the
word indigent,” and announced the name change in the 1964 annual report, stating
“In the light of adapting to modern conditions, the Board voted to modernize the Society’s title by
deleting the initial word “Indigent.” From today henceforth the Home shall be known as, “The Widows’ and
Single Women’s Society of Philadelphia.” The purpose of this change needs little explanation. It stems from
14

a deep sympathy for the dignity of individuals from all walks of life, who feel a need for the companionship
and security this Home offers.” 69
The name change marked a significant step toward modernizing the institution, a fact underscored in the
annual report’s quotation from a distinguished Philadelphia historian.70
“All institutions which do not adapt themselves to modern demands will soon disappear.”
Isaac Sharpless
American educator and author
President of Haverford College (1887–1917)

Challenging Times
In 1965, the Society was threatened with the demolition of Hinchman House and loss of land by the City of
Philadelphia’s Urban and Redevelopment Authority which designated the property as within the area needed for
the University of Pennsylvania’s expansion. Ultimately, Hinchman House was spared, and the Society retained
its ownership, however, a portion of land on the property was eventually assumed for redevelopment.71
In 1972, a fire damaged the Widows’ and Women’s Society home on Chestnut Street when the original roof of
this “rambling brick structure” ignited October 17 while it was being replaced. The fire’s cause was a “carelessly
discarded” cigarette.
One hundred residents and staff were inside the home when the blaze broke out. As the fire spread, 75
women were in the dining hall and another 25 in the infirmary, all on the first floor. Students from the University
of Pennsylvania Nursing School and Drexel University rushed to help the staff move the women to safety.
Two residents were later interviewed by the press. “We had the most marvelous help from the employees and
waitresses, and above all the students and student nurses,” said Charlotte Abbott. “They helped carry out some
people in chairs. [People] talk [negatively] about young people today, but when you need them how good they
are.” Constance McIlvain, who gave her age as about 89, added, “You just hear bad things about young people
but when it comes to the good—they were precious…I’m really glad it happened. Nobody was hurt, and there was
no damage, and I made a lot of new friends.”72
By the end of 1972, the Society’s staff had grown to 35.73 An annual report published four years prior
offered revealing perspective about the inner workings of the Society. “When we started, our residents performed
almost all the work in the home under the supervision of a Matron, now we have a competent staff for the
kitchens, infirmary (nonexistent then) and the house.” In the 19th century, the home had only one or two full-time
employees and part-time help to care for 35 to 75 residents. At the time, organizing the more active residents to
help was essential. That was no longer part of the modern equation.

Becoming Ralston House
On July 19, 1973, the Society changed its name to Ralston House in honor of founder Sarah Ralston. The
titles of the top executives—First and Second Directress—were updated to President and Vice President. The
archaic had been replaced by the modern.74
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During the mid-1970s, residents enjoyed abundant opportunities for entertainment and social engagement,
from crafting and picture framing to picnics and birthday teas. They participated in weekly games of Bingo,
experienced a Hawaiian luau, and attended musical performances by the Alden Men’s Club, the Girl Scouts and
the Kitchen Band—a music group composed of senior citizens.
In 1977, the institution continued to “adapt itself,” in the words of Isaac Sharpless. The “Infirmary” was
renamed the “Health Care Center.”75
In 1979, the first three men were admitted as residents. Also that year, Hinchman House became the home
of the Gray Panthers, a multigenerational advocacy network that confronted ageism and many other social justice
issues.76
The Annual Report of 1979 concludes that board members with specialized expertise in the areas of
finance, building and contract negotiations should be sought to fill vacancies on board. They decided to bring, for
nomination to the board, the names of professional men to the next board meeting. In March 1981, Duncan Van
Dusen became the first male to join the board since its founding 172 years earlier. A month later Michael Erdman
also joined the board.77

Adapting to Modern Demands
Board of managers’ meeting minutes from the late 1970s through early 1980s record discussions about
ongoing challenges. Among them were maintaining the aging building; managing a large, unionized staff;
attracting new residents to keep the rooms filled; dealing with budget constraints and funding shortfalls; and, due
to the increasing frailty of many residents, planning for a “hospital wing.”
In 1981, the one-story Health Care Center wing completed in 1953 was demolished to make room for a new
120-bed skilled-nursing facility. The east wing nursing facility opened the following year under an agreement
with Kendal Crosslands.78
In September 1981, Ralston House, through funding by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, became a
graduate teaching site for master’s program students of the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing.

No longer managing a residence, Ralston’s board developed a new mission statement:
“To promote the development of a Continuum of Care Model of services specifically designed to assist
the elderly population in West Philadelphia to meet their perceived and demonstrated social, health,
medical, housing, environment and other quality of living needs.”

Exploring Opportunities
In 1987, the University of Pennsylvania negotiated with Ralston to lease space to create a Gerontology and
Geriatric Care Center at Ralston House. Such a use of the facility aligned well with our mission. That year the board
approved the creation of the Ralston-Penn Center for Gerontology and Geriatric Care. Renovations to Ralston House
to convert it from residential use to office space were completed by 1988, and Penn Geriatric Medicine moved in
later that year.
In 1989, the Center for the Study of Aging moved into Ralston House. Ralston also supported the establishment
of the Geriatric Arthritis Clinic and an Incontinence Program. Other building tenants included the Foreign Policy
Research Institute; the Alan Wood III Coronary Disease Research Project; and the team from the Penn School of
Nursing working on the restraint reduction research project.
Ralston was also responding generously to requests for grant funds, supporting a variety of projects advocated
by members of the Board, ranging from purchasing fans for the Philadelphia Senior Center to contributing to an
exercise center at the Medical College of Pennsylvania, and major funding for several Penn Nursing School projects.
As Ralston House created new beginnings, Hinchman House came to its end. When its structural integrity
came into question, and an analysis of the cost to repair was complete, the board of managers voted to demolish the
building in 1990.
In 1995, the Ralston House Endowed Term Chair at the University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing was
established through a gift from Ralston House to support gerontological nursing education.

New Directions

In May 1985, a strike by union staff disrupted operations in the skilled-nursing area at Ralston and was the
catalyst to discontinuing skilled-nursing services and relocating those residents to other facilities.79

In 1991, Ralston House officially launched the Ralston
Wellness Program, building on the informal exercise and
health education programs that had been offered throughout
the 1970s and 1980s and continue today. The Wellness
Program promotes the functional independence, social
opportunities and quality of life of older adults.

The End of an Era
The rising cost of staff, increasing government regulations, and building maintenance requirements had a
significant negative impact on Ralston’s finances. Attracting new residents became increasingly difficult as new and
more modern facilities and life care communities were developed in the region.
In 1985, the difficult decision was made to close Ralston House’s residential facility and to find new homes for
its residents. Faithful to the board member commitments made in 1817, a former-resident visitation program and
schedule was set up for board managers to travel to the various facilities where former residents were relocated to
check on their well-being. Visitations would continue into the late 1990s until all former residents departed this life.
The skilled nursing unit was sold to Presbyterian Hospital80 and the Courtland Foundation81 in 1986.
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Real estate issues, including discussions of what to do with Ralston House’s now-closed residential facility and
deliberations about the deteriorating Hinchman House, continued. Ralston’s board of managers began to rethink the
organization’s purpose and form, discuss how the organization’s mission should be fulfilled and how the roles and
responsibilities of board members, committees and others should be redefined.82

Ralston Wellness program, circa 1990s

Throughout the 1990s, the board continued to re-evaluate
Ralston’s activities and future direction. The extensive
discussion focused on the mission, goals, and objectives of the
organization. Even the meaning of the name “Ralston House”
was carefully considered. How did it reflect who we were at
the time and who we wanted to be? And how should our
assets—land, buildings and funds—be used to carry out our
mission going forward?
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A Return to Our Roots
In 1993, Joseph J. Hill accepted the leadership role of President and First Director of Ralston’s board of
managers. He would be the first man to serve as President of Ralston House since its founding in 1817.
By 1994, discussions arose among the board of managers about how the organization might return to its roots
as a residence. With the vision of building a senior housing facility on Market Street, the board began exploring
opportunities to participate in the U.S. Department of Housing and Development (HUD) Section 202 program.
In November 1996, Ralston in a joint venture with Mercy-Douglass Human Services Corporation, was
awarded a HUD grant to construct 55 units of housing for the elderly at 3817 Market Street. The two organizations
formed the Ralston/Mercy-Douglass Corporation in 1997 to facilitate completion of the project. The Joseph J. Hill
Ralston Mercy-Douglass House, named in honor of Ralston’s board president, was dedicated October 18, 2001.
The first resident moved in November 30, 2001.

Reaching Out to the Community
In 2004, Ralston House began conducting business as Ralston Center. The new name was deemed to be
much more reflective of the organization’s mission and its extension beyond the doors of Ralston House into the
community.
That year also marked the introduction of the Ralston Center Awards for Outstanding Contributions to
Geriatric Nursing, with the purpose of encouraging optimal care of the elderly. The first awards were presented
to outstanding certified nursing assistants in select high-quality nonprofit nursing homes. The Ralston Center
Awards program expanded in 2007 to include students in graduate nursing programs in geriatrics.
In 2005, Ralston’s board and staff joined community leaders to explore opportunities to offer services
that would make it possible for low- and moderate-income seniors to continue to live a quality life at home.
The following year, Ralston leaders collaborated with the Northwest Interfaith Movement (NIM), other local
organizations, and churches on a market research effort to determine what services were needed.
In 2010, based on research findings and with the support of NIM and others, My Way launched services to
assist adults age 55 and over living independently in their communities. Its services included affordable home
care, transportation, home repairs, yard work and other nonmedical services. The program, now known as Ralston
My Way, serves the communities of Germantown, Mount Airy, Chestnut Hill, East Oak Lane and West Oak Lane.
In 2013, Ralston’s board began exploring the idea of an “age-friendly” neighborhood in West Philadelphia,
where Ralston House is located. The concept fell under the auspices of the Age-Friendly Communities program
launched by the World Health Organization in 2006—a concerted effort to help cities prepare for a rapidly aging
population and to advance efforts to help people live easily and comfortably in their homes and communities as
they age. 83
The Ralston Age-Friendly West Philadelphia Initiative evolved into a collaborative partnership of 50
organizational stakeholders—community groups, service providers, area institutions and city government—
convened by Ralston Center to create age-friendly changes in West Philadelphia. In late 2014 and into 2015,
Ralston facilitated multiple community listening sessions. Open discussions addressed the challenges experienced
by seniors in West Philadelphia, and subsequent meetings were held among stakeholders to review research
findings and develop plans.
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Joseph J. Hill Ralston Mercy-Douglass House residents enjoying a beautiful day, May 2016

In May 2016, the Ralston Age-Friendly West Philadelphia Initiative launched to the public, with a focus on
three key areas—Age-Friendly Places, the Age-Friendly Resource Network, and Food & Company.
Ralston’s Age-Friendly Places creates intergenerational opportunities by making public parks and spaces
safer and more inviting for people of all ages, and by removing barriers that prevent older West Philadelphians from
using neighborhood amenities. Ralston’s Age-Friendly Resource Network increases older West Philadelphians’
access to existing resources and alleviates social isolation through paired volunteer relationships, one-onone assistance and a dedicated telephone help line. And Ralston’s Food & Company improves older West
Philadelphians’ access to fresh food, nutritional resources, and opportunities for social connection through
communal cooking and individual assistance. This successful initiative is changing and growing as we learn by
working in the West Philadelphia community.

Extending the Legacy: 200 Years and Counting
As the times and the needs of older adults have changed during the last 200 years, so too has Ralston Center.
The organization continues to evolve as we create new and relevant opportunities to enhance the quality of health
and life of older adults living independently in Philadelphia. No longer housed in one building, our programs are
intricately woven into the fabric of the communities we serve.
In addition to our signature programs – Ralston My Way, Joseph J. Hill Ralston Mercy-Douglass House,
Ralston Wellness and the Ralston Caregiver Excellence and Graduate Nursing Student Awards – we are extending
Sarah Ralston’s legacy with our Age-Friendly Initiative, leading 50 organizations to transform West Philadelphia
into a model community for aging well.
Today our mission is:
“To improve the health and quality of life for older adults in Philadelphia.”
And so we begin our next 200 years.
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